
 
 

Guidelines for BARN Online Classes & Events  
 

D R A F T - May 19, 2020  
 
 
This document is set up in four parts: 

● BARN Studio Programming Coordinator Guidelines 
● BARN Online Class Liaison Guidelines 
● BARN Online Instructor Guidelines  
● BARN Online Student Tips  

 
BARN Studio Programming Coordinator Guidelines  
 
BARN is encouraging studios to explore ways to serve our members and the community while 
our building is closed, and while restrictions continue in use of the facility.  One approach to 
accomplishing this is through online classes & events.  We hope this document will provide you 
with guidance to get started in this direction!  
 
We hope to move towards holding ‘hybrid’ classes as well, where instructors and some students 
may be in the building (with safety protocols in place) and others participating from home 
through Zoom - but we’re not yet sure when we will be able to begin this type of class.  Safety 
protocols for in-person classes are in development and will be shared with studios as soon as a 
draft is complete.  
 
Please direct questions about programming to Jess Henderson, Program Manager at 
jessh@bainbridgebarn.org.  She is happy to set up phone or zoom conversations as well.  
 
Platform:   
Zoom.  While there may be other software options out there, BARN has opted to use Zoom at 
this time as it is a familiar platform for many people in the community.  We have several Zoom 
Pro accounts and your event will be assigned one of the ‘Zoom Rooms’ by Tammie when your 
class or meeting is scheduled. It is important that you check with Tammie during your planning 
process to make sure your targeted date and times are available. 
 
Staff will schedule all meetings in our Zoom accounts. This allows us to avoid conflicts with 
scheduling and so we can assign the appropriate “Zoom Room”. Studio committees may also 
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choose to use the studio’s free Zoom account (for meetings under 40 minutes), a personal 
Zoom account, or other conferencing software such as Google Hangouts.  
 
Please do not use BARN Zoom accounts for personal use.  
 
Online Class Liaisons:  
Each class or event should have an Online Class Liaison who acts as the online host supporting 
the event so the instructor does not need to manage all the Zoom details and participants.  See 
the BARN Online Class Liaison Guidelines below for how to carry out this role.  BARN staff can 
support or fill this role as needed as studios are getting comfortable with the online class format.  
 
Setting up a BARN Online class:  
 
Determine what format you will choose.  

a. At-home class - instructor teaching a skill or sharing knowledge while participants 
are doing the hands-on project at home.  

i. We recommend that sessions last no longer than 1.5 hours each day, or 
two hours maximum with a break in the middle.  

ii. We recommend a maximum total of 8 hours on zoom for each class. 
We’re learning that people don’t have as long an attention span online!  

iii. In some cases, kits with materials can be assembled by the instructor or 
studio volunteers and supplied to participants.  

 
b. Open studio or craft-along - A BARN facilitator is hosting a group of people who 

gather to work on projects together or share ideas.  
 

c. Some other creative format, such as viewing a video together and having small 
group discussions on the topic. You may have new ideas for how to use 
technology to bring people together around craft!  

 
Establish a course instructor.  
You can reach out to your network to determine which instructors are interested in teaching an 
online class, and you may also find new instructors, as we aren’t limited to our geographic area 
for online classes.  Instructors will be compensated for their time as they would for an in-person 
class.  If the instructor is new to BARN, please send their name & email to Jess so she can 
process new instructor paperwork.  
 
Finalize details.  
Determine details for the class as outlined in the Online Class Submission Form such as dates, 
times, max number of students, class description and photos, materials or preparation 
instructions needed, etc.  
 
Class pricing.  

https://forms.gle/mSi8b7mMdxxRm7d66


BARN staff will determine the pricing for classes.  The intention is to keep the price of online 
classes accessible to encourage wide engagement from members and guests.  
 
Submit course information.  
When you have determined all the details of the class, submit all class information to Tammie 
via the Online Class Submission Form. This form includes a date and time for a test run with the 
instructor, as well as a field asking for who is going to be the Online Class Facilitator.  All zoom 
classes will have the word “(Online)” at the end of the title.  
 
*The deadline at this point for submitting info to Tammie is at least four weeks before the class, 
to ensure time for adequate marketing exposure, although six weeks will provide even more 
time for promotion.  
 
Marketing  
Classes & events conducted as a Zoom course will be listed on our website on your studio class 
calendar and description page. It will also be in the “Online Classes” link newly added to our 
website, both for the listing view and the online calendar view.  Carolyn will promote online 
classes and events on BARN’s social media and email newsletters. Tammie can also produce 
studio newsletters to go to your special interest group. Email Tammie with the info you would 
like in your newsletter and she will produce a draft for you to review.  
 
Class cancellation  
Our primary goal for online classes this spring and summer is to engage our community, rather 
than bringing in significant revenue for BARN.  Therefore, we intend to hold classes whenever 
possible, even if enrollment is low, until further notice.  If you have a concern about holding a 
class with low enrollment, please contact Tammie or Jess.  
 
Training:  
Some helpful tips and links are provided below to help Class Liaisons and Instructors get more 
comfortable with the Zoom interface.  BARN staff members are exploring other ways to train 
BARN volunteers and instructors so more people can become comfortable with teaching online 
classes and hosting as a Liaison on Zoom.  
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BARN Online Liaison Guidelines 
 
A BARN Online Liaison should host each online class or event, so the teacher can focus on 
their content instead of  the technology. The Online Liaison could be the same person as the 
Class Liaison, or the role could be delegated to another person if the Class Liaison doesn’t have 
the wifi or tech capabilities, or if they aren’t available for all of the class sessions.  
 
Here are the steps we recommend:  
 
Several weeks before the class/event:  
 

● Introduce yourself to the instructor at least two weeks before the class begins (if you 
have not already been in touch as their Class Liaison.)  

● Give the instructor the BARN Online Instructor Guidelines and provide support for them 
to be able to follow the guidelines.  

● A meeting link with appropriate login information for your assigned Zoom Room will be 
sent to you by the registrar once the Zoom Room has been activated. You will be 
prompted to easily download the Zoom software if you have never Zoomed before. If you 
already have the software downloaded, the prompt will just ask you to Join Meeting.  

 
The week before the class/event:  
 

● Conduct a test run with the instructor where you begin the Zoom event and they will join, 
test mic and video, as well as features such as screen sharing, chat, whiteboard, etc. 
You may want to talk through the ‘Instructor Guidelines’ below.  

● You will receive an email roster from Tammie 1-2 days before the event with names & 
email addresses of the participants.  Please convey to the instructor that this information 
is personal information they have provided BARN. If the instructor would like to email 
students beyond the class, students must “opt” in and give their contact information 
directly to the instructor during the class. 

 
The day of the class/event:  
 

● Begin Zoom event 10-15 minutes in advance of the class.  
● When staff schedules the Zoom class; they will enable the Wait Room feature so all 

participants can be added to the Zoom at the advertised class start time.  
● Welcome everyone to the class and introduce the instructor. It’s always great to ask if 

anybody is a BARN first-timer and to give them a special welcome!  
● Take attendance and get names and email addresses and phone numbers (via the chat 

function) for any individuals who show up who are not on the roster.  Give this 
information to Tammie so she can follow up and send an invoice.  

● Very briefly review the best practices for participants for a successful class (see BARN 
Online Student Tips below).  



● It may make sense to ‘Pin’ the instructor’s video to override the ‘Active Speaker’ or 
‘Gallery’ view for students, so they will see the instructor’s video as the primary view, 
rather than other students who may be talking.  

● During the core content of the class, the Facilitator can support the teacher by managing 
the participants as needed.  Generally, it’s good for everyone to be muted unless they 
are talking to the group to keep background noise to a minimum.  Here is a video with 
tips on how to do this successfully: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozJS9bvdVp8&feature=emb_rel_end 

● You may also be able to support the teacher by managing questions.  This could be 
through the Q&A feature or ‘Raise Hand’ feature, or keeping an eye on the chat feature. 

● At the end of the event, thank the instructor and thank students for participating.  Let 
them know that a survey has been automatically emailed to them at the end of the class 
and that by completing it, they will help BARN to gather valuable feedback and improve 
the online class experience.  

 
After the class concludes:  
 

● Email the instructor to thank them again and invite them to complete the Instructor 
Feedback Form. 

 
 
Note: We are currently discussing the guidelines for recording Zoom classes.  We are currently 
not recording classes as a general rule, but if you need to record a class to share with a student 
who misses a session, please follow these parameters:  

● Please inform participants that you are recording at the beginning of the session.  
● Recordings of Zoom classes are property of BARN.  
● Recordings should not be shared with anyone who didn’t participate in the class and 

students should be asked not to forward the link to others.  
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozJS9bvdVp8&feature=emb_rel_end
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BARN Online Instructor Guidelines  
 
Thank you for teaching an online class for BARN!  We hope you have a great experience.  Here 
are some guidelines to help you be as successful as possible.  
 

● Confirm all class details with your BARN Online Class Facilitator (who will be 
attending/hosting your class online) at least four weeks in advance of your class.  BARN 
will manage marketing, registration, and all communication with participants.  If you have 
special preparation instructions or handouts (PDF’s) that you would like to provide 
students, please send those to your liaison during the planning process and the PDF’s 
will be included in the auto-generated registration confirmation email that goes to 
students after they have paid for the class. If you prefer they don’t get the handouts until 
the day before the class, they can be included in the automated reminder email that 
goes to students the day before class begins. 

● A meeting link will be sent to you by the registrar once the Zoom Room has been 
activated. You will be prompted to easily download the Zoom software if you have never 
Zoomed before. If you already have the software downloaded, the prompt will just ask 
you to Join Meeting. 

● You will set up a time with the BARN Class Facilitator to test out the Zoom system.  
○ Test mic/sound.  Headphones plugged into your device may provide a better 

sound than using the device’s built-in microphone, but you can experiment to find 
the best setup for you.  

○ Test video.  
■ Find a neutral, static background that isn’t too busy. Ideally you should 

elevate your device/camera to record at eye level.  
■ Lighting should be bright and even and preferably come from in front of 

you and never behind you to avoid casting shadows on your face. 
Consider placing a small desk lamp behind and elevated above your 
computer camera. There are even inexpensive light “circles” especially 
designed to clip onto your computer and circle the camera lens. (See an 
example here.) 

■ If you have a detachable/stand alone camera, an inexpensive Flexible 
Desk Mount Clamp with Gooseneck may be helpful. This will allow you to 
manipulate the camera to point down to the direction of your hands or 
item you are demonstrating.  

■ If you have a family member helping record for portions of the event, 
practice having them move the camera to show your hands, etc.  

■ Want to really pull your attendees in? Look at your webcam lens instead 
of your screen as much as possible. This will give the effect of eye 
contact and visual engagement to your students. It may help to tape a 
picture of a person right above your camera lens to give you the feeling 
you are talking directly to “someone”. 

○ Test Zoom features you may want to utilize:  

https://www.amazon.com/GLOUE-recargable-inteligentes-almohadillas-maquillaje/dp/B07WD43MHJ/ref=sr_1_5?crid=39VG488UYQ3J6&dchild=1&keywords=computer+lights+for+laptop&qid=1589655317&sprefix=computer+light%2Caps%2C334&sr=8-5


■ Screen Sharing (this enables instructors to flip to their computer desktop 
to implement slide presentations, videos, etc.) 

■ Chat  
■ Q&A or Raise Hand  
■ Whiteboard 
■ Breakout rooms  
■ Polling 

 
Course Design:  
 
Here are some tips to consider when planning an online class.  
 

● We recommend that sessions last no longer than 1.5 - 2 hours per day, with a maximum 
total of 8 hours for each class.  We’re learning that people don’t have as long an 
attention span online!  

● Offer a 10 minute break every 45 minutes. You can keep the Zoom event going, but 
everyone can mute their mics and turn off video to stretch their legs, get a snack, etc. 
Let them know what time you will be re-commencing.  

● It may be helpful to build in one or more short, optional ‘Lab’ sessions so students can 
‘drop by’ to ask the instructor individual questions and get one-on-one help with the 
projects.  

● It may be useful to find existing YouTube videos about your subject matter to provide the 
students before the class begins, or to even watch during class together.  

 
Here are some helpful videos to learn about some of Zoom’s features:  

● Zoom Controls: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygZ96J_z4AY&feature=emb_rel_end 

● Video to watch for screen sharing feature: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=RDCMUC2SxmE4C-KAQuHaEfHVymgQ&v=YA6S
GQlVmcA&feature=emb_rel_end 

● If you would like to test out Zoom on your own time, you can use this link to join a 
practice zoom meeting anytime: 
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115002262083 
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BARN Online Student Tips 
 
We will provide students with the tips below to help them be successful in the online class 
setting.  These will be sent in the registration confirmation emails for each class.  
 
Zoom link to join class:  

A meeting link will be sent to you by the registrar 1 day prior to the class start date. Please 
watch for this email. You will be prompted to easily download the Zoom software if you have 
never Zoomed before. If you already have the software downloaded, the prompt will just ask you 
to Join Meeting. 

Zoom tips for students:   
● We recommend using headphones with a mic plugged into your device. This 

helps limit the background noise the general computer device may pick up. You 
can also use the built-in microphone on your computer/tablet.  

● Lighting should be bright and the light source should be in front of you so others 
can see your face. Consider placing a small desk lamp behind and elevated 
above your computer camera.  Natural light also works well.  

● Stay muted throughout the class unless you are actively speaking to the group - 
this cuts down on background noise.  

● Find ways to actively engage with the instructor and other students, whether it is 
nodding/shaking your head, hand gestures, contributing questions, utilizing the 
Zoom ‘Reaction’ feature (thumbs-up or clapping emojis). This helps everyone feel 
more connected and allows the instructor to better meet the needs of class 
participants. 

 

Practice a test meeting using Zoom’s free test link: 
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115002262083 

Everything you want to know in how to join a Zoom virtual class meeting: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbnyQwsVbiY 

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115002262083
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